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February 28,2020

Mr, Rishabh Sharma- Online Surveillance
BSE Limited
P J Towers, Dalal Street,
Mumbai-400001

Sir,

Sub: Clarification on Price Movement

Please refer to your-email dated z7rh February, zozo, reference no
L/SURV/0NL/PV/NJ1219-2020/1080 directing the Company , to furnish relevant
disclosure to the Exchange about all the events, information inituaing all price r*iiti*
information etc. which have a bearing on the movement in the itrr.. price of the
Company.

trn this regard we hereby confirm and state that pursuant to Regulation 30 of the SEBI
ILODRJ Regulations, 20L5, and other relevant rules/regu]ations in this regard, our
Company has complied with all the provisions of the SEBI ILODRJ Regulations, 2015
and has been promptly intimating to the Exchanges, all such informatiJn pertaining toth9 operation /performance of the Company, which includes all .price sensitive
information.

With regard to the a significant movement in the price of our Company's equity shares
across Exchanges, we would like to state that to the best of bur- knowledge and
information, nothing is pending or left on our part for disclosure to the Exchange about
any event, information including any price sensitive information which has a beiring on
a significant movement in the price of our Company's equity shares across Exchanges in
the recent past.

Kindly, note that as and when any information becomes material
material transaction is finally executed by the company, the same
intimated to the exchanges within the given timelines.

Hope the above information would suffice your requirements.

Thanking You,
Yours Truly,
For Orient Press Limited

4vryr'-' J-:-=:
RAMVITAS MAHESHWARI
Chairman & Managing Director
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